What does Peer Reviewing do for me?

1. **For your discipline**
   A thriving scientific community in your field means more funding, more opportunities and more collaborations for everyone.
   Peer reviewed journals are a huge part of how a discipline is viewed, and that can't happen without reviewers. In supporting your discipline, you are increasing your future opportunities as well.

2. **For your research**
   Your own research projects can't help but be enhanced through your peer review work. Reviewers have told us that their subject knowledge, research methods, innovative approaches, critical thinking and problem solving have all improved after participating in peer review.

3. **For your career**
   Engaging with the academic community can be great for your reputation, esteem and professional development.
   You'll get to know new people in the field, find yourself in the address book of major journal editors, and have fantastic ammunition at your next promotion review.

4. **For your understanding**
   Conducting academic research requires a great deal of knowledge outside that of your specialty. Health and safety regulations, ethics, risk management, funding generation and resources must all be touched upon within a paper.
   These standards and requirements exist to regulate the profession, and through your peer review work, you can keep up to date on developments in the field.

Reviewing can take your knowledge, your career, even your discipline to the next level.

Go to wileypeerreview.com to find out more about reviewing, and how to do it well.